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Let k be an uncountable field of characteristic zero and G a polycyclic-by-finite group. If P 
is a prime ideal of kG and Y= Y(P) the largest Ore set of elements of kG which are regular 
mod P, it is shown that the injective hull of any simple kG.yJ-module is artinian. The technique 
used is to construct normal elements in completions of kG at the augmentation ideals of certain 
abelian normal subgroups. We also show that if N is a normal subgroup of G such that N is tor- 
sion free nilpotent of finite rank and G/N is polycyclic-by-finite, then the completion kc,, is 
Noetherian. 
1. Introduction 
For an ideal P of a ring R, we denote by f?(P) the set of elements of R which 
are non zero divisors mod P. 
Following [9, 7.11 we shall call a set of prime ideals X in a Noetherian ring R 
classical provided 
(1) R has a two-sided quotient ring R, with respect to 
V?(X) = n g(P) (i.e. @Z(X) is an Ore set in R). 
PEX 
(2) R,/PR, is a simple artinian ring for every PEX. 
(3) Every primitive ideal of Rx has the form PR, for some PEX. 
(4) The injective hull of every simple Rx-module is the union of its socle series. 
One reason for studying such localizations is the obstruction to localization at 
E?(P) created by primes which are linked to P. We say that the prime ideal Q is link- 
ed to P, written Q--f P if there is an ideal A with QP C A 5 Qfl P such that 
(Q fl P)/A is torsion-free as a left R/Q-module and as a right R/P-module. We say 
that Q belongs to the clique of P, Qecl(P) provided there is a sequence 
Q=P,,P2 ,..., P,=P 
with P, + Pi+, or P,+, + P, for each i. 
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It is known that any Ore set Ocontained in g(P) is also contained in E(Q) for 
all Q E cl(P), see [3, Lemma 1.11, and hence in Y(P) = nQEclCP) g(Q). Now let 
R = U(L) be the enveloping algebra of a finite-dimensional solvable Lie algebra in 
characteristic zero or R = kG, the group algebra of a polycyclic-by-finite group over 
an uncountable field of characteristic zero. Then for any prime ideal P of R, 
9’= Y(P) is an Ore set and cl(P) is a classical set of prime ideals see [2] and [4]. In 
view of property (4) above and by analogy with the results of Matlis [l l] it is natural 
to ask whether the injective hull of every simple R,-module is artinian. In this note 
we shall prove 
Theorem A. Let R = kG be the group algebra of a polycyclic-by-finite group over 
an uncountable field of characteristic zero. If P is a prime ideal of R and .9= Y(P), 
then the injective hull E of any simple R,Y-module is artinian. 
We remark that the only reason to consider E as an R,F-module in the above is 
to ensure that if P is the annihilator of the socle of E, then R.&P is a simple arti- 
nian ring, by properties (2) and (3) in the definition of a classical set of primes. The 
proof can easily be modified to show that the injective hull of any finite-dimensional 
kG-module is artinian, see Theorem 3.4. This was originally proved by Donkin [7] 
using group schemes. 
Our proof is a modification of the proof of the corresponding result for com- 
mutative Noetherian rings [19, Proof of Theorem 4.301, see also [21]. The crucial 
step in these proofs is to observe that for Tan R-module and x a central element 
of R, the map 0 : T+ TX given by multiplication by x is an R-module homomor- 
phism, thus if the kernel and image of 0 are artinian we conclude that T is so also. 
If we assume instead that x is a normal element of R (that is, XR = Rx), then B is 
no longer a module homomorphism. However, there is an isomorphism between the 
lattices of submodules of TX and T/Ker 0 and we can draw the same conclusion. 
Now let R = U(L) be the enveloping algebra of a finite-dimensional solvable Lie 
algebra, P a prime ideal of R and g= Y(P). Then every non-zero ideal in every fac- 
tor ring of R,‘Y contains a non-zero normal element, and we can use the method 
outlined above to show that the injective hull of any simple R.Y-module is artinian. 
The result in this case also follows from a theorem of Jategaonkar [9, 9.3.41, since 
by [2, Theorem 6.11 PR,? has a normalising set of generators. We say nothing fur- 
ther about the enveloping algebra case in this paper. However, if R= kG, normal 
elements in R are rather scarce, see [5]. To handle this case we consider in Section 
2, the completion kG& with respect to the ideal generated by the augmentation 
ideal of an abelian normal subgroup A of G and find normal elements in this com- 
pletion. Theorem A is proved in Section 3. In Section 4 we prove 
Theorem B. Let N be a normal subgroup of a group G such that N/n,,,, dm 
is torsion-free nilpotent of finite rank and G/N is polycyclic-by-finite and let k be 
a field of characteristic zero. Then S = kc,,, is Noetherian. Furthermore, if J = J(S) 
the Jacobson radical of S, then 
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(1) J=nG-. 
(2) nrrlJ J’=O. 
(3) J has the AR property. 
(4) Every right ideal of S is closed in the J-adic topology. 
Here y,(N) denotes the tth term of the lower central series of N and lJ$o/ 
v,(N) is the torsion subgroup of N/y,(N). Some results on completions of group 
algebras in positive characteristic are given in [6] and [15]. 
An interesting question, raised by the referee is whether the endomorphism rings 
of the injective modules in Theorem A are Noetherian. A corresponding result for 
the endomorphism rings of injective hulls of finite-dimensional kG-modules is 
proved in [7]. 
2. Normal elements 
2.1. Let R be a commutative Noetherian domain and G a polycyclic-by-finite group 
containing no nontrivial finite normal subgroup. In [5, Theorem Cl, Brown has 
shown that every nonzero ideal of RG contains a nonzero normal element if and 
only if every plinth in G is centralised by a subgroup of finite index, compare Lem- 
ma 2.l(iii) below. In contrast we show that if k is a field of characteristic zero, the 
completion of kG with respect to the powers of the augmentation ideals of certain 
normal subgroups often contains normal elements. 
For an ideal I in a ring R we denote by Z?, the I-adic completion of R. This may 
be regarded as the ring of Cauchy sequences in the I-adic topology. To simplify 
notation we regard equivalent Cauchy sequences as equal elements of Z?,. The ring 
homomorphism @ : R -+ Z?, given by @(r) = (r, r, r, . . . ) has kernel n Z”. For an ideal 
J of R we set J^= @(J)Z?. When n In = 0, we omit @ and regard R as a subring of Z?. 
An element a of kG; is G-semi-invariant if there exists some A E Hom(G, k*) 
such that g-log = ag = A( for all g E G. If A(g) = 1 for all gE G, then a is said to 
be G-invariant. 
We denote by a the augmentation ideal of the group algebra kA. If A is a normal 
subgroup of G, then nnzO (aG)” tl kA = no’, so we may regard kA, as a subring 
of kc,. 
We first prove a lemma which explains why we make certain hypotheses later on. 
Lemma. Let A be a torsion-free abelian group of finite rank which is a normal 
subgroup of G. Assume that n atn = 0. Suppose that there exist elements ct ,, . . . , u, 
of kA, whose images form a k-basis of 616’ and that a ,, . . . , a, are G-semi-invar- 
iant. Then 
(i) k contains all the eigenvalues for the action of G on A Ozk induced by the 
action of G on A by conjugation. 
(ii) G/Co(A) is abelian. 
(iii) Zf char k =p > 0, then G/Co(A) is finite. 
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Proof. Since i/i2 z a/a2 E A @zk as kG-modules, (i) follows at once. 
Suppose c$=Aj(g)ai for all ge G, where A;~Horn(c, k*). Then G’ c nKer A;. 
Suppose b E A, g E G’ with bg - b # 0. Choose m such that bg - b $ am. Since kA /afn 
has a basis consisting of products of the (Y;‘s we obtain a contradiction. This proves 
(ii). 
Finally suppose char k=p> 0 and H= C,(A/AP). Then IG : HI < 03 and we 
claimH~CG(A).ForaEA,hEHwehave(a,h)EAP.Therefore(a-l)h-(a-1)= 
a((a, h) - 1) E aP c a2. Hence pi = 1 for 1 I is n. Suppose (a, h) # 1 and let 
r=min{m 1 (a,h)-l$a”+’ for some SEA, ~EH}. Choose a,h such that 
(a, h) - 1 $ a’+ ‘. For all b EA, g E H we have (b - l)g - (b - 1) E ar. It follows that 
p” -p E ar+ ’ for all /3 E a2, and so (a - 1) $ a’. We can choose a E /VI, such that 
cP=c~ for all gEHand a=@-1) modi2. Let a=@-1)+/I with j3ei2. Then 
O=&cX=(a-l)h-((a-l)+&_ 
= ~((a, h) - 1) mod ?+I. 
Hence (a, h) - 1 E d”+ ’ n /CA = ar+ I. This contradicts the choice of r, h, so we have 
proved (iii). q 
2.2. For the rest of this paper we assume k has characteristic zero. If A is torsion- 
free abelian of finite rank, we can choose elements at, . . . , a,, of A which generate 
a free abelian subgroup of A of maximum rank. Then every element of A can be 
written uniquely as u~‘~~~ ... a:’ for certain rational exponents m 1, . . . , m,. It is 
easily seen that (a, - l), (a2- 1). . . . . (a,- 1) form a basis for a/a2. We may regard 
/cA, as the formal power series ring k[[(u, - l), . . . , (a, - l)]]. If a E A, we define 
log g = CT=, ( - l)‘- ‘(a - l)‘/i E kA^. The usual properties 
log ab = log a + log 6, 
loga” =mloga for a,bEA, rnEQ 
hold since by equating terms on both sides, they are equivalent to certain (somewhat 
complicated) identities involving binomial coefficients, which in turn hold by the 
analogues of the above formulae for real variables a, b. 
Lemma. Let A us above be a normal subgroup of G, and regard kA, as u sub- 
algebra of kG^= kG:o . Suppose ci E k and A E Hom(G, k*) are such that (Y= 
Cl= l ~,(a;-- 1) satisfies ag - A( E a* for all g E G. Let p = Cl= 1 ci log ui. Then 
cz -p E 6’ and pg = A(g)j3 for all g E G. Furthermore j3 is a normal element of kc-. 
Proof. Since log a = (a - 1) - +(a - 1)2 + 1.. , the first statement is clear. 
Suppose that U$ = ny=, uj “‘&) for 1 I i 5 n where mu(g) E Q. Then 
& = i q(~u~(g)- 1) 
i=l 
= 5 cimij(g)(uj - I) mod a2. 
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Thus, comparing coefficients of aj - 1, A(g)Cj = c:=, C,me(g) for all g E G. 
Now 
= C c,m,j(g)log aj 
12J 
= /l(g) i CjlOg aJ = lL(g)P. 
j=l 
Define a k-linear automorphism o of kG by a(g) = A(g)g. For TE kG c kG^ we 
have /Ir = a(r)P. Also o(a”G) = a”G. Hence, by considering Cauchy sequences, o 
extends to an automorphism of kG^ such that br = a(r)/3 for rE kc-. Therefore /3 
is a normal element of kG^. Cl 
2.3 Lemma. With the above notation, p is a non-zero divisor in kG^. 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that by = 0 with y a non-zero element of kG. Since 
n(t?Gj=O, there is an integer s such that y~(a~-‘Gj\ (aSG j. Let {gi / iE1) be 
a transversal to A in G. We can write y = yi + y2 where y2 E (a”G)- and y1 is a linear 
combination of terms of the form (aI - l)e’ ..a (a, - l)engi with c e; =s- 1. Similar- 
ly write p=p1+p2 with f12eti2 and pi= zbi(ai-l). Then plyi= -/3,y2-p2y1- 
&YZEkGr)(aS+‘Gj=asfl G. It is easy to see that such an equation is impos- 
sible. 0 
2.4 Lemma. Let G be a torsion-free soluble group of finite rank. There exists a 
finite extension field K of k such that whenever B c A are normal subgroups of G 
and g E G, K contains all the eigenvalues for g acting by conjugation on A/B OEK. 
Proof. If N is the Fitting subgroup of G, then by the remarks at the bottom of 
[22, p.251, G/N=(x,, . . . . x,,) is finitely generated abelian-by-finite. Now G has a 
finite series 1 = Go < G, < e-0 < G,= G such that Gi/Gi_ 1 is abelian and Vi = 
Gi/Gi_ 1 @zQ is completely reducible as a QG-module. Hence N c Co(Vi). There 
exists a finite extension K of k containing the roots of the characteristic polynomial 
of Xi acting on Vj for all i, j. Hence K contains all the eigenvalues for g E G acting 
on each ViO~K. The result now follows by the Schreier refinement theorem ap- 
pliedtotheseries l<AcB<Gand l=G,<G,<...<G,=G. 0 
2.5 Theorem. Let G be a torsion-free soluble group of finite rank and A an abelian 
normal subgroup of G such that G/C,(A) is abelian and A@& is completely 
reducible as a QG-module. Assume k contains all the eigenvalues for G acting on 
A @&. Then aG^ is generated by normal elements of kG^. 
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Proof. We can choose a basis a,, . . . 
mod a2, where A 
, a, of a/a2 such that for all g E G, of 3 li(g)a, 
i, . . . ,& E Hom(G, k*). Using Lemma 2.2 we can lift a,, . . . , an to 
normal elements PI, . . . , j?, E kG^. 
Let M= C’= 1 PikG c aG^. It is easy to see that aG^=M+ (aG2 j. Hence (aGj)^= 
M(aGj- ‘)-+ aGj+ ‘. If r E aG^ we can use this to construct elements i,k E (aGk)-, for 
1 I i 5 n, k L 0 such that r - C i= 1 pi cilbSj,k E (aGj+ ‘)^ by induction on j. Then 
n 
r= x@ilim i sikEM. 0 
i=l j-m k=CJ ’ 
2.6. If I is an ideal in a Noetherian ring R we say that Z has the AR (Artin-Rees) 
property if for all finitely generated R-modules M and submodules U, there exists 
an integer n such that MI” fl U c WI. Suppose that Z c J are ideals of R and that 
Z has the AR property. If E=E,(R/J) we may regard E as an Z?-module as 
follows. Given eE E there exists n z 1 such that el” = 0. Let r= (r,, r2, . ..) be a 
Cauchy sequence in the I-adic topology. By passing to a subsequence we may 
assume rk- r, E Zk for all I r k. Then we define er= er,. It is easily checked that 
with this definition, the R-submodules and the Z?-submodules of E coincide and that 
E=E,q(R/J). 
Let P be a prime ideal in a Noetherian ring R, E = ER(R/P) and F= antrEP. We 
say that P has the second layer condition, [9, p. 1881 if, given a uniform submodule 
U/F of E/F with prime annihilator Q, U/Fis S(Q) torsion-free. If every prime ideal 
of R has the second layer condition, then Q is linked to P if and only if Q is the 
annihilator of a uniform submodule of E/F. This follows from [9, 6.1.3 and 6.1.61. 
We note that if R = SC is the group ring of a polycyclic-by-finite group over a 
commutative Noetherian ring, then every prime ideal of R has the second layer con- 
dition, see [9, A.4.61. Also if A is an abelian normal subgroup of G, then the ideal 
Z=aG has the AR property by [17, 11.2.31, and the completion Z?, is Noetherian. 
The last statement follows since Z satisfies a stronger version of the AR property in 
this case, see [15, Proposition 3.11. 
Lemma. Let R be a Noetherian ring, Z c P ideals of R such that Z has the AR 
property, 8, is Noetherian, P is prime and all prime ideals in cl(P) have the second 
layer condition. Then 
(a) c@) = {& 1 Q E cl(P)) 
(b) All prime ideals in cl(P) have the second layer condition. 
Proof. We have E,(R/P) = ER(&~) from which it follows that {J 1 J + p} = 
{Q 1 Q-P} and that P has the second layer condition. By [9, Proposition 5.3.91, 
Z is contained in every ideal in the clique of P. Thus a similar argument shows 
{J ) P--f J} = { 0 1 P --* Q} . The result follows by induction. 0 
2.7. Lemma. Let A be an abelian normalsubgroup of thepolycyclic-by-finite group 
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G, /3 E kA^ an element constructed as in Lemma 2.2 and o the automorphism of kG 
defined by pr = a(r)p for r E kG. If P is a prime ideal of kG with aG C_ P and 
8= nQ~cl(P) O(Q), then a(g) = 8. 
Proof. It suffices to show that both a(P) and a-‘(P) belong to cl(P) and by sym- 
metry we show a(P)Ecl(P). By Lemma 2.6 it is enough to show that a(P)= 
a(P)^E cl(P). Consider the kG^-bimodule M=PkG^/@= kG^b/a(P)P. Since /3 is a 
nonzero divisor in kG^, we have M= kc-/P as a right kG^-module and M 2 kG^/a(p) 
as a left kG--module. In the terminology of [9, p. 1391 the ordered pair (PP, bkG^) 
of ideals of kG^ forms an internal bond from a(P) to P. Therefore, by [9, 8.2.41, 
a(P) E cl(P). q 
3. Artinian injective modules 
Lemma 3.1. Let R be a k-algebra, V a (right) R-module and K an extension field 
of k with IK: kl <03. If ERoBK(VOkK) is an artinian R@,K-module, then 
ER(V) is an artinian R-module. 
Proof. Let E=E,(V). By the proof of [14, Lemma 2.11, EOkK is an injective 
ROkK-module. Since VOkK c EOkK, we obtain ERoxK(VOkK) c E@,K. On 
the other hand, by [15, Lemma 5.11, EOkK is an essential extension of V@,K. 
Hence EROk(VOkK) =EOkK. Now if M, 2M2 are R-submodules of E, then 
Ml OkK zM,OkK are R@,K-submodules of E@,K, so the result follows. 0 
Lemma 3.2. Let G be a polycyclic-by-finite group, k an uncountable field of 
characteristic zero and Ha normal subgroup of finite index in G. Let P be a prime 
ideal of kG, PCI kH=P, Cl ... Cl Pl where the Pi are prime ideals of kH. 
Let Y= nQEci(p) S(Q), 8= nQ&,) F?(Q;), E = Eko,Y,(kG/P) and Ei = 
EkH,(kH/Pi). Suppose that Ei is artinian as a kH,-module for each i. Then E is 
an artinian kGpmodule. 
Proof. Let X= {I ( I is a prime ideal of kH and ZECI(P;) for some i}, and 
~=n:=, y;=nleX Q(I). Then 8’ is an Ore set in kH and X is classical by the 
same proof as for cliques, see [4]. Also (Y’)g = 8’ for all g E G, hence 9’ is Ore in 
kG by the proof of [17, 13.3.51. Let R = kHY, and S= kG9,. 
Now [kG/(P n kH)kGly, is a crossed product [kH/P fl kHIY, *G/H, so is 
semisimple artinian by Maschke’s theorem. Therefore P/(P fl kH)kG is a minimal 
prime in the semiprime Noetherian ring kG/(Pfl kH)kG and hence 9” c 
%‘((P fl kH)kG) c @Y(P). However ,JF’ is the largest Ore set contained inside F?(P) 
and so 9’ c 8. It suffices to show that Es(kG/P) is artinian as an S-module. 
Let gl, . . . . g, be a transversal to H in G. Consider the maps of kH modules 
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kG + @y= 1 kH+ @y=, @f= 1 kH/Pj =M, where the first map sends Cl= i gio; to 
(o 1, .a*, ar,) and the second map sends a E kH to (a + P,, . . . , ct + P,). The kernel of 
the combined map is clearly (P il kH)kG. Since Mg, is completely reducible, we 
obtain an embedding of R-modules (kG/P)pr c N where N is a direct sum of 
modules of the form (kH/Pj)~,. Hence ER (kG/P) c ER (N) = @ ER (kH/Pj), SO 
ER(kG/P) is artinian. Therefore ER(kG/P)ORS is an artinian S-module since 
JG:HJ<OX 
Now kG/P is a homomorphic image of kG/POkHkG as a kG-module. As 
shown above, (kG/P)yr is completely reducible as an R-module. Therefore, by [17, 
7.2.21, (kG/P)ps ORS is completely reducible as an S-module. Hence (kG/P)p is 
isomorphic to an S-submodule of (kG/P)p@RS. Therefore Es(kG/P) is isomor- 
phic to an S-submodule of ER(kG/P) ORS, and E,(kG/P) is artinian as re- 
quired. 0 
3.3. Proof of Theorem A. Let R = kG, P and B be as in the statement of the 
theorem. If A4 is any simple RY-module, then M has annihilator Qy for some 
Q E cl(P) and M is isomorphic to a direct summand of R/Q. It suffices to show that 
E = E,,v(R/Q) is artinian, and without loss of generality Q = P. 
We use induction on h(G), the Hirsch number of G. Denote by Z(G) and d(G) 
the center and F.C. subgroup of G respectively. Orbitally sound groups are defined 
in [18]. By Lemma 3.2 we may assume that G is orbitally sound, torsion-free, 
nilpotent-by abelian and d(G)=Z(G). Suppose E is not artinian and choose an 
ideal Z of R contained in P, maximal such that E, = ann,ZY is not artinian. By in- 
ductionZ+={gEGIg-1EZ) is finite. HenceZ+=l. Notethat Z#P. 
Since E is not artinian, some factor module of E, is not finitely embedded by [19, 
Theorem 3.211. Furthermore, as in the proof of [19, Theorem 4.301, we can use 
Zorn’s lemma to find an Rrsubmodule B such that El/B is not finitely embedded, 
but El/C is finitely embedded for every submodule C strictly contained in B. It 
follows that B is artinian. Since cl(P) is classical by [4], E is locally artinian by 
property (4) in the definition of a classical set of primes. Therefore, the socle T/B 
of the RYmodule El/B is essential, so T is not artinian as an Rp-module. There 
are now two cases to consider. 
Case 1. Suppose P+ > 1. Let A be an infinite free abelian normal subgroup of 
G contained in Pi, such that A @& is completely reducible as a QG-module. By 
replacing k by a finite extension field if necessary and using Lemma 3.1 we may 
assume that k contains all the eigenvalues for the action of G. Since G is nilpotent- 
by-abelian, G/C, (A) is abelian. 
Let J= aG, then by Theorem 2.5, J is generated by normal elements pi, . . . , p, of 
kG^,. Since J has the AR property, El = tJ an+,J”’ and we can make El into an 
R,-module as outlined in 2.6. Then T is an R,-submodule of El. 
Consider the homomorphism @; : T + B of abelian groups defined by G;(t) = tb;. 
Using Lemma 2.7, and the fact that E is Y-torsion free, we see that K; = Ker @i and 
Im @; are R.Y-submodules of T, B respectively. Also, @; induces an isomorphism 
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between the lattices of RY-submodules of T/K, and Im #i. Hence T/K, is an arti- 
nian RY-module. Therefore T/fly= 1 Ki is artinian. Now ny= 1 Ki= annrj, and 
annr J^= annTJY c annE,JY c ann,(Z+ J) 9. By choice of Z, ann,&Z+ J)g and hence 
annrJ are artinian Rp-modules. Hence T is an artinian RY-module. This contra- 
diction completes the proof in Case 1. 
Cuse2. If pf = 1, then by [18], P=(Pfl kZ)kG where Z=Z(G). Since PgZ, we 
can choose an element a of P n kZ not contained in I. We complete the proof as 
in Case 1, using the Z?,y-module homomorphism T -+ B given by multiplication by 
IX. There is no need to consider completions in this case. 0 
3.4. Finally, we show how our method can be adapted to prove the following result: 
Theorem ([16, Corollary Al], see also [7, Theorem 2.1.21). Let G be a finite exten- 
sion of a torsion-free soluble group of finite rank. Then any essential extension of 
a finite-dimensional kG-module is artinian. 
Proof. By [15, Lemma 4.71, we can assume that G is nilpotent-by-abelian and 
torsion-free soluble of finite rank. As in the proof of [16, Theorem B] it suffices 
to show that E= Eke(k) is artinian. Now G has a finite series 1 = G, < G, < ... < 
G,= G such that Gi a G, Gi/Gi_ 1 is torsion-free abelian of finite rank and 
Gi/Gi_ 1 @zQ is completely reducible as a QG-module. We use induction on s. Let 
A = G,. By induction EItG,A(k) = ann,aG is artinian. 
Let N be the Fitting subgroup of G. As in the proof of [16, Lemma 2.11, we can 
show that ‘I??= 1 + n is an Ore set in kN and kG and E is naturally an R = kG g-mod- 
ule. Furthermore, nR has the Artin-Rees property. Thus given e E E, there exists a 
positive integer t such that en’R =O. Since a’G c n’G c n’R, we have E= IJ annEJ’ 
where J= aG. 
Now E can be regarded as an S = kc;-module, and by Theorem 2.5, J is generat- 
ed by normal elements of S. As in the proof of the main theorem, it follows that 
E is an artinian kG-module. 0 
4. Completions of group algebras 
4.1. Let Z be an ideal in a Noetherian ring R and Z? = IiF R/Z”. For a right ideal J 
of R we let J be the set of Cauchy sequences of elements of J. There are various 
other R^-modules which we might associate to J and we study these first. 
Lemma. Let 
J, = lip J/J fl I”, J2= n @(J)+I^” 
iI20 
J3 = liz J/JZ”, J4 = @(J)Z?. 
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Then each Ji is an R-module. Furthermore, 
(a) J= J1 = J2, J4 I J, and f is a factor module of J3. 
(b) If I has the right AR property, then j= J3 = J4. 
Proof. (a) It is easy to see that each J, is a right J?-module, and that J= J,. Sup- 
poser=(r,,r,,...)EJ2.Foreachnwecanwriter=s,+t,,s,E~(J), t,,el^n, where 
S~=(S,,S,, . . . ) E G(J) for some s, E J. Let t, = (tnO, t, 1, . . . ) where t,, E I” and t,, - 
tnpEIP for qzp. Considers=(s,,s,,sz,...). Then r-s=(too,t,,,...)E nf”=O, so 
r =s, s, E J for each n and hence r E J. Conversely, if r = (rO, rl, . . . ) is a Cauchy se- 
quence of elements of J, we can assume rm -r,,eI” for mzn. Then r-@(r,)EI” 
and so rE@(J)+In for all n. 
Since J is a right ideal of l? containing J, we have J4 c J. 
Since JI” C_ J n I”, J is a factor module of J3. 
(b) Now assume I has the right AR property. We show first J c J4. Suppose 
r=(rO,rI,...) is a Cauchy sequence of elements of J. Given n L 0, there exists k 
such that J fl Ik c JI”. Hence there exists N such that ri- rj E J fl Ik c JI” for 
i, j 2 N. By passing to a subsequence we may assume rm - r, E JI” for m 2 n. Let 
J = Cf=, aiR, then JI” = Cf=‘=, aiIn. Write r. = EYE, a;si, s; E R and r,,, I - rn = 
x7==, aib;,n+l,n with bi,n+l,nEI”. For m>n define bt,,,,=Cyzi’ bi,j+l,jEI”. Then 
r,-rn=Cfzt ai,bi,,,,. For l<irpandn>Odefine ti,n=Si+bi,n,e.Then ti,m-ti,n= 
bi,m,n EI” for m>n and ti=(Si,ti,l,tjz,...) is a Cauchy sequence. Now r,, - ro= 
C?= 1 ai, bi,n,o SO r, = Cf= 1 Uj, ti,m. Hence r = Cf= 1 @(ai)ti E @r(J)@. 
Finally, if I has the right AR property, then { JI” > and {J (7 I”} give equivalent 
filtrations on J, so J3 = J,. 
Note that if J=I” in the lemma, then J= J3 = J4. 0 
4.2. For commutative, complete Noetherian rings the next result is well known, see 
[23, Chapter VIII, Theorem 91. 
Theorem. Assume I? is right Noetherian and fhas the right AR property. Then any 
right ideal of I? is closed in the I-adic topology. 
Proof. Let J be a right ideal of R^. We have to show that J= n J+r^“. We have 
l?=l?iand by 4.1, J,=J2, but Jq=JR^=Jand J, is the closure of J. 0 
4.3. Let I, R, f be as in 4.1 and, for an ideal J contained in I, consider the com- 
mutative diagram 
J+ I”+’ 
0- 11, -R/i+‘-R/J]P+‘-0 
o- I” 
-R/I”-R/J+I”-0 
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The rows are exact and the columns are surjective. Hence by [l, Proposition 10.21, 
the sequence 0 --f J -+ I? + Ii@ R/J+ I “-to is exact. Also 1$-r R/J+Z”=(R/J);,.t, 
the completion of R/J in the Z/J-adic topology. 
4.4. Let N be a normal subgroup of G, R = kG and Z=nG. The kernel of @ is 
n ,zo I’. An easy transversal argument shows that this is equal to (n,?, n’)G. By 
[17, Theorems 11.1.10 and 11.1.211, nrro n’=O if and only if n,,, l&o= 1. In 
proving Theorem B we may assume Ily,(N)= 1. Then Ker @ = 0 and we regard kG 
as a subring of kG;o. 
4.5. Lemma. Let N be a torsion-free normal subgroup of H and suppose N has a 
series 
1 =N,<N,<...<N,=N (*) 
such that Ni is normal in H, Ni/Ni_ , is central in N/N,_, and of finite rank, and 
Ni/Ni_, @3&Q is completely reducible as a QH-module. Let C= nC,(N,/N,_,) 
and assume H/C is abelian and that k contains ah the eigenvalues for H acting on 
Ni/Ni_, @& for each i. Then the ideal I = AH of R = kN^* H/N has a sequence of 
generators x,, . . . ,x, such that 
(1) XjR=RXj modxrR+ *.. +x,_,R 
(2) x,Z=ZX, modx,R+ -1. +Xj~,R 
Proof. If A = Nr , then by Lemma 2.2 we can find elements x1, . . . ,x, E aN* c A such 
that aN-= Es= 1 XjkN- and g-‘Xjg = Aj (g)Xj for some Aj E Hom(G, k”). Since A is 
central in N, we have 3Lj(g) = I for g EN. Hence (1) and (2) hold for 1 sjs r, and 
the result follows by induction on the length of the series (*). 0 
4.6. If N is a torsion-free nilpotent group of finite rank, then kN,^ is Noetherian by 
[ 16, Corollary A3]. Since the proof in [16] depends on the work on Hopf algebras 
in [7], we give an alternative proof here. 
For neN, define logn=Cz, (-l)iP’(n-l)‘/iEkN,^. By [lo, Theorem 7.31, 
L = Lie N= {log n 1 n EN} is a nilpotent Lie algebra with dimension h(N). Let U(L) 
be the universal enveloping algebra of L. 
Theorem. With the above notation, kN,y= U(L)^, where M is the ideal of U(L) 
generated by L. 
Proof. This is a result of Shmel’kin [20, Theorem 21. However, we remark that 
there is a gap in the proof of [20, Theorem 11, and that this gap has been filled by 
Hartley [8, pp. 102-1031. 0 
Corollary. Zf N is a torsion-free nilpotent group of finite rank, then kNi is 
Noetherian. 
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Proof. This follows immediately from the theorem and [13, Theorem 3.41. 0 
4.7. Lemma. Let H be a normal subgroup of finite index in G and Z a G-invariant 
ideal of kH. Then 
(a) kG, is a crossed product kH;* G/H. In particular, if kH; is Noetherian, 
then so is kG,^,. 
(b) Zf kH; is Noetherian and I^ has the AR property in kH;, then ZG- has the AR 
property m kG,G. 
Proof. (a) This follows since kG/(ZG)‘= (kH/Z’) * G/H for all t. 
(b) It is easily seen that GI^= ZG = (ZGj. Suppose U is a submodule of the finitely 
generated kc,-module M. Since r^ has the AR property and M is finitely generated 
over kH,, we have A@^” rl U c Ur^ for some n. Hence M(ZG)^” =Ml^‘G 2 U(ZG)^ so 
(ZG)- has the AR property. 0 
4.8. If N is a normal subgroup of a group G, we may regard kG as a crossed pro- 
duct kN*G/N. Since nntG n kN= n n’ we can regard kN,^as a subring of kG,^G. 
Let { gi ( 1 E A} be a transversal to N in G. Suppose that c aAgA E nG^’ where 
ak E kN-. If -kG ^ -+ kG^/tic’ = &N//‘*G/N is the natural map, we obtain 
c zAgA = 0. Therefore aA E it’ for all 2. 
It follows that if c aAg, = 0 in kG^ then (Y). E n I?’ = 0 and hence the crossed pro- 
duct R = kN^*G/N is a subring of kc-. Also the combined map R + kG^-t 
kG^/nG^’ has kernel r?‘G. 
On the other hand kG^/nG^’ E kG/n’G, and the kernel of the map kG+ R-t 
R/ri’G is n’G by a similar argument using transversals. It follows easily that 
R/ii’G = kG/n’G. Hence by taking inverse limits, kc,, 3 Z?, where Z= riG is the 
ideal of R generated by ui and G. 
4.9. Lemma. Let K be a finite-dimensional extension field of k and R a k-algebra. 
(a) Zf R@,K is Noetherian, then so is R. 
(b) Zf also Z is an ideal of R such that Z OkK has the AR property, then Z has the 
AR property. 
The proof is easy and we omit it. 
4.10. Proof of Theorem B. Assume that N and G are as in the statement of 
Theorem B. We show that kc,, is Noetherian. By 4.4 we can assume N is torsion- 
free nilpotent of finite rank. If F is the Fitting subgroup of G, then as remarked 
in the proof of Lemma 2.4, G/F is abelian-by-finite. There is a series 
l=N,<N,<...<N,=N 
with N, normal in G and isolated in N such that N,/N,_, is central in F/N,_, and 
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N/N,_ , @& is completely reducible as a QG-module. If C= n Co(N;/N;_ i), then 
G/C has an abelian subgroup H/C of finite index. By Lemmas 2.4 and 4.9 we may 
assume k contains all the eigenvalues for H acting on each N/N;_ 1 @&. By Lem- 
ma 4.7 it suffices to show that kH& is Noetherian. By Corollary 4.6 we know kNi 
is Noetherian. Hence, since H/N is polycyclic-by-finite, the crossed product 
kNi*H/N=R is Noetherian. It follows from Lemma 4.5 and [13, Theorem 4.31 
that Z?[ is Noetherian where I=irH, but Z?, = kHiH by 4.8. 
If S=kG,, then nG^c J(S). However by [17, 7.2.7 and 7.4.61, J(kG/nG)=O, 
so it follows that J(S) = nG^. Since S=li$n S/nG’, n,,, nG^‘= 0. To show J has 
the AR property, we may again assume G/N is abelian and that k contains the re- 
quired eigenvalues. By an easy modification of the proof of Lemma 4.5 we can show 
that J has a set of generators x,,...,x, such that X;S=SXj modx,S+ ... +Xj_iS 
and XjJ= JXj modxiS+ ... +Xj_IS for 1 ~j in. It follows from [12, Lemma B], 
that J has the AR property. Hence by Theorem 4.2 every right ideal of S is closed 
in the J-adic topology. 0 
4.11. Finally we study conditions under which certain ideals of kc,, are polynor- 
mal. In view of the following example some restrictions are necessary: 
Example. There exists a polycyclic group G with an abelian normal subgroup A of 
finite index, and ideals Zs J of kG,^G such that J/I contains no non-zero normal 
element of kc-/Z. 
Proof. Let G be the group generated by the matrices 
and let A be the subgroup generated by a, b. Then A is free abelian of rank two and 
G is a split extension of A by the symmetric group of degree three. The above matrix 
representation induces a ring homomorphism @ : kG -M3(k). Let I= Ker @I and 
J=Z+ aG. Since a*G c Z we may regard I, J as ideals of kG^. Let ei, denote the 
matrix with 1 in the ith row andjth column and zero’s elsewhere. Note that @(J) 
has a basis eJl, e32 over k. Suppose that z=ce3, + de3* is a normal element in 
@(kc). Then from zezl E @(kG)z we obtain d= 0, and from ze,z E @(kG)z we ob- 
tain c=O. 
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4.12. It would be desirable to have an intersection theorem for completions of 
group algebras asserting that under suitable conditions a nonzero ideal of kG:o has 
nonzero intersection with kA,. We avoid this problem and prove instead a result 
about G-invariant ideals of kA,. From now on A will denote a normal abelian 
subgroup of finite rank in G such that G/Co(A) is abelian and A @zQ is irreduc- 
ible as a QG-module. We also assume that k contains all the eigenvalues for the action 
of G on A. By Lemma 2.2, we can find G-semi-invariant elements pt, . . ..P.,~ii 
whose images form a basis of 8/8*=a/a2. Therefore kA/am+’ has a basis con- 
sisting of the images of the semi-invariant elements 1, pi, pi2 . . . pi, with 1 i k 5 m 
and il,i2,..., &E{1,2,..., n). In particular kA/am+’ is a direct sum of linear kG- 
modules with G acting by conjugation. 
Lemma. Suppose U is a direct sum of linear kG-modules and V, S, T are sub- 
modules. Suppose there exists u E T, u $ V+ S such that u(g - l(g)) E Vfor all g E G. 
Then there exists v E T with v - u E V, v(g - l(g)) = 0 and v $ S. 
Proof. We may assume U = ku @ V as vector spaces. Since U is completely reducible, 
there exists w E Uwith u - w E Vand CT= kw 0 Vas kG-modules. Then w(g - A(g)) = 0 
for all ge G. For ,D E Hom(G, k*), write U(P) = (XE CJ 1 x(g-p(g)) =0 for all 
g E G}. Then U= @ U(,u) by assumption and similarly for V, T. Write u - w = 
xv, where VIE V(p). Then u=(w+vi)+CPtrl vP, @T(,u). Now it is easy to 
check that v = w + vA has the required properties. 0 
4.13 Proposition. Suppose J, I are G-invariant ideals of kAi with J 5 I. Then there 
exists a G-semi-invariant element a E I \ J. Furthermore, if A is finitely generated, 
and I+O, then I contains a nonzero G-invariant element. 
Proof. Choose /3 E I \ J. Since J= n,, , (J+ti”), by Theorem 4.2 there exists n 
such that p $ J+ 6”. Hence (I+ 6”) $ (J+ 8”). Since kA^16” is a sum of linear kG- 
modules, there exists u0 E I, u. $ J+ 2” such that ua(g - A.(g)) E 6” for all g E G. 
Suppose we have found ur, . . ..u..~lwith uj@ J+P+‘such that u,(g-A(g))Eh”+’ 
for all gEG, and u~--u~+~E~“+~ for 0 5 is r- 1. We apply Lemma 4.12 with 
U=kA-/@+‘+I, V=i”+‘/$?+‘+l, T=(I+$7+r+t)/$?+r+t, S=(J+$l+‘+‘)/~“+‘+l 
and u=(u +in+,‘+’ r ). Then if v is as in the conclusion of Lemma 4.12, choose 
UrtI ~1 such that v=u,.+,+~~+“~‘. Then u,-u~+,E~“+‘, U,.+t(g-A(g))E6”+“+’ 
and u,~~@J+~“~‘~~. The elements u1,u2,... constructed in this way form a 
Cauchy sequence in the &adic topology which converges to the desired element a. 
Now assume that A is finitely generated. Let p,, . . . , /3, be as above. For 
A E Hom(G, k*) write kA^(A) = {p E kA^ 1 pg = l(g)p for all g E G}. Then 
kA^(A)kA-(p) c kA^(l,u). By the first part of the proof (I ft kA^(A)) # 0 for some A 
in the semigroup /I generated by A ,, . . . , A,. For g E G the determinant of g acting 
on a/a2 Ozk is nr= t Ai( However, since the action of g on a/a2 can be represent- 
ed by a matrix with integer entries, this determinant is + 1. Hence (n Ai( = 1 for 
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all g E G, and /1 is a group. Since /CA -is a domain, (I fl kA^(A))kA-(I-‘) #O and I 
contains a nonzero G-invariant element. q 
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